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Abstract This article addresses an interesting comparative analytical study. The presented study considers two
concepts of diverse algorithmic biological behavioral learning approach. Those concepts for computational
intelligence are tightly related to neural and non-neural Systems. Respectively, the first algorithmic intelligent
approach concerned with observed obtained practical results after three neural animal systems’ activities. Namely,
they are Pavlov’s, and Thorndike’s experimental work. Furthermore, a mouse’s trials during its movement inside
figure of eight (8) maze, those aiming to reach optimal solution for reconstruction problem. However, second
algorithmic intelligent approach conversely originated from observed activities’ results for non-neural Ant Colony
System (ACS). Those results have been obtained after reaching optimal solution solving Traveling Sales-man
Problem (TSP). Interestingly, the effect of increasing number of agents (either neurons or ants) on learning
performance shown to be similar for both introduced neural and non-neural systems. Considering observed two
systems' performances, it has shown both to be in agreement with learning convergence process searching for Least
Mean Square (LMS) error algorithm. Accordingly, adopted ANN modeling is realistically relevant tool systematic
observations' investigation and performance analysis for both selected computational intelligence (biological
behavioral learning) systems.
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computational biology
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1. Introduction
An investigational approach is adopted for comparative
study of analogy between two simulated naturally inspired
systems. Herein, this work introduces comprehensive
study for deduced analogy between the two suggested
systems. The presented approach takes into consideration
two common biological features, behavioral responsive
action as well as learning brain/ neural system function.
More specifically, these systems are originated from
Computational Biology approach, and associated to two
non-neural and neural biological systems. These are:
swarm intelligence performance of an Ant Colony System
(ACS) [1], and observed psycho-learning experimental
results of Pavlov’s [2], and Thorndike's works [3]. That
approach in our opinion seems to adopt implicit principles

of biological information processing [4,5]. The two
suggested systems given in the above are specifically
presented through comparative study between distributed
behavior function of ACS model [6,7], and Artificial
Neural Network(ANN) modeling for Pavlov's learning
process [8]. Previously, some investigational studies of
analogy between of some natural and / or simulated
systems were reported. Briefly, a sample set of such
previous studies is reviewed as follows:
Analogy between simple invertebrate neural system and
human brain function presented at [9]. Therein, the
presented analogy concerned with learning and memory
phenomena. Evolutional analogy between genetically
reformed brainier mouse and human brain resulted in
some promising recommended medical treatment for some
cases of human learning disabilities [10,11,12]. Learning
disabilities phenomena have been studied through its
analogy with ANN simulating learning systems that along
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with suggestion for medical promising treatment of
synaptic plasticity connections [13]. Furthermore, one
piece of research that comparatively addressed the
learning performance evaluation analogy between of both
Pavlov's and Thorndike's experimental has been published
at [14]. Additionally in educational field, the analogy
between naturally observed phenomena due to noisy
contaminated information. That is provided by teachers in
classrooms to students versus ANN modeling while
learning process is performed under contaminated noisy
data has been well evaluated in details at [15,16,17].
Conclusively, it seems realistic to consider commonly
both suggested systems as biological learning schematic
models. These models adopted the principle of creatures'
behavioral learning by interaction with environment [18].
In Figure 1 given in the below modeling of the adopted
learning principle is illustrated after some published work
[19]. Therein, the analogy of Hebbian coincidence
learning rule [20,21] with the optimum method for
teaching how to read process is investigated [22].

simulation results in addition to mathematical formulations are
presented considering the comparison between neural and
non-neural systems. Analogy between Neural and Non-

Environment

Stimulus

ANNS/ACS

the bases of biological hypothesis: "Creatures have a
tendency to behave adaptively in order to keep survive."
[18]. That behavior considered by either storage of food
till facing hard expected life conditions at ACS model
[1,6], or by expecting picking food to save life at both
Pavlov's and Thorndike's models [2,3,8,14]. The presented
investigational analysis of comparative analogy between
both systems results in two forms of adapted analogy
directions namely the learning algorithms and output
learning performance curves.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. At the
next second section, a brief review of first learning
algorithm concerned with three neural behavioral learning
systems' models is introduced. These are Pavlov's,
Thorndike's experimental works' results. In addition to
mouse’s behavioral learning during its movement inside
figure of eight (8) maze aiming to solve reconstruction
problem. Performance of ACS behavioral learning model
is briefly reviewed at third section, including cooperation
and intercommunication among ants. At the fourth section,

Response

Figure 1. Shows how both systems modeling interact with
environmental conditions considering that inputs stimuli and outputs
response signals adapted from [19]

Considering some details for both systems on naturally
biologically basis are presented as follows. Firstly, real ant
colony system is capable of learning how to find the
shorts path from a food source to their nest and vice versa.
This functional learning process is performed well by
adaptive interaction by environment. The food storage
process is a surviving function adopts some trail updating
rules for ant’s pheromone following an algorithm reported
at [6]. Furthermore, there are different versions of ant
systems they proposed and presented in details at [23,24,25]
that is namely ant density, ant quantity and ant cycle.
Interestingly, the other biological neural system is
inspired by animal learning for how to respond correctly
to some environmental input as external conditioned
stimulus. That is observed by referring to results obtained
after Pavlov's and Thorndike's experimental work [2,3].
Thus the animal seems to be responding obligatory for
waiting expected food presentation. That resulting from
the stored memorized experience during training phase
updating its synaptic connectivity.
Herein, biologically distributed non-neural system
considered by ACS is presented as a form of work in
simulated world inhabited by mathematical modeling of
artificial ants [25]. That is to try to solve TSP by
cooperative communicative learning [1]. However, the
biological neural system is studied in the basis of ANN
modeling applied to simulate Pavlov's learning process
[8,14,27].
Commonly, both systems are motivated naturally by
incentive desire to survive through adaptation with
external live environmental conditions [2,3,6,7,27,28]. In
other words, all of animals' systems are commonly
behaved interactively with their external environment on

neural Systems is given in two subsections. In Subsection
5.1, learning algorithms analogy however in subsection
5.2, learning convergence processes' shown to obey the
least mean square error function. Finally, at the last sixth
section, some conclusions and valuable discussions are
introduced.

2.
Performance
Analysis
for
Computational Intelligence
(Neural
Behavioural LearningSystems
This section deals with analysis of three neural systems'
performances. So, it is divided into basic three subsections.
At subsections 2.1, 2.2 revising of Pavlov’s and
Thorndike's experimental works are introduced
respectively. Moreover, at subsection 2.3 mouse’s trials
are presented during its movement inside figure of eight (8)
maze aiming to solve reconstruction problem. Referring to
Figure 2, it presents an overview for interactive learning
model, and it is qualified to perform simulation of
generalized learning model deduced from the above
(Figure 1).

Figure 2. Illustrates generalized simple block diagram for interactive
learning process. (Adapted from [17])

2.1. Revising of Pavlov's work [2,8,14]
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The psycho-experimental work of Pavlov is known for
classical conditioning. It is characterized by following two
aspects: A spontaneous reaction that occurs automatically
to a particular stimulus, and to alter the “natural”
relationship between a stimulus and a reaction response
was viewed as a major breakthrough in the study of
behavior [18,28,29]. By referring to the original Pavlov's
work, let us define what is meant by latency time. This
time is briefly, defined as the delay period elapsed since
acquisition of two input stimulating signals (pairings), till
developing output response signals [2]. In more details,
responding signals are held to be of zero value during their
correlated latency time periods. Hence, by the end of these
periods, output actions are spontaneously developed in a
form of some number of salivation drops representing
response signals intensities. These intensities observed to
be in proportionality with the increase of the subsequent
number of trials. So, this relation agrees with odd sigmoid
function curve as reaching saturation state [8,14].
Conversely, on the basis of Pavlov’s obtained
experimental results, it is well observed mathematical
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interrelationship between latency time period versus
subsequent number of trials can be illustrated explicitly in
the form of hyperbolic function curve that mathematically
expressed by equation:

t ( n) =

α
nβ

(1)

where α and β are arbitrary positive constant in the
fulfillment of some curve fitting to a set of points as
shown by graphical relation illustrated at Figure 3 in blow
[30]. Noting, this figure illustrates some decay curve
performance that represents latency time performance that
curve has to be changed following individual differences
of dogs. Similarly, by referring to Figure 4, the
performance curve that represents relation between
number of trial cycles versus the obtained output
salivation drops' signals after receiving inputs stimuli by
neural system. This relation performance curve has been
obviously changes in accordance with individual
differences of dogs.

Figure 3. Observed latency time results after Pavlov's experimental work is presented by a fitting curve

Figure 4. Illustrates the relation between number of trial cycles versus the obtained output salivation drops' signals after receiving inputs stimuliby
neural system

2.2. Revising of Thorndike's Work [3,14]
Referring to behaviorism learning theory presented at
[28], Thorndike had suggested three principles, which

instructors (who adopted teaching based on behaviorism
learning theory) should apply in order to promote
effectiveness of behavioral learning process. These
principles are given as follows. Furthermore, building on
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these he proposed an alternative teaching technique called
programmed learning/instruction and also a teaching
machine that could present programmed material. Initially,
trials performed by cat results in observed random outputs'
performance. By sequential trials, following observed
errors become minimized, by the increased number of
training (learning) cycles. Referring to Figure 4, original
results of Thorndike's work is illustrated. This figure
presents the relation between response time and number of
trials. Furthermore, referring to that original Thorndike’s
experimental results given at Figure 4, represent
behavioral learning performance of Thorndike's work.
However, normalized learning curve that presents
performance curve of experimental work is given
approximately at Figure 5. Interestingly, the comparative
analogy between performance curves of Pavlov’s and
Thorndike’s work shown to behave similar to each other
[14]. In general, principle of adaptive learning process
(observed during creatures' interaction with environment)
illustrated originally at [18].

Figure 7. Comparison between Pavlov's and Thorndike's works
considering normalization of obtained experimental results, the dashed
line indicates the approach to Cramer-Rao bound based on Fisher
information adapted from [32]

2.3.
Mouse’s
learning
Reconstruction Problem

Figure 5. Original results present Thorndike's learning performance for a
cat to get out from the cage for reaching food

Figure 6. Thorndike's normalized results seem to be closely similar to
exponential time decay

for

Solving

Referring to [31], the timing of spikes in a population
of neurons can be used to reconstruct a physical variable is
the reconstruction of the location of a rat in its
environment from the place fields of neurons in the
hippocampus of the rat. In the experiment reported here,
the firing part-terns of 25 cells were simultaneously
recorded from a freely moving mouse [32]. The place cells
were silent most of the time, and they fired maximally
only when the animal’s head was within restricted region
in the environment called its place field [33]. The
reconstruction problem was to determine the rat’s position
based on the spike firing times of the place cells. Bayesian
reconstruction was used to estimate the position of the
mouse in the Figure 8 maze shown at Figure 7, which
adapted from [34]. Assume that a population of N neurons
encodes several variables (x1, x2 ……), which will be
written as vector x. From the number of spikes
n=(n1,n2,…….nN) fired by the N neurons within a time
interval τ , we want to estimate the value of x using the
Bayes rule for conditional probability:

Referring to Figure 7, it observed that by increasing
(2)
P (x | n) = P (n | x) P (x) / P (n)
number of training cycles, the first learning algorithm
Assuming independent Poisson spike statistics. The
converges to some fixed limiting values (for normalized
final
formula reads
time response). That observed results consider
normalization of both number of trials values versus their
 N

 N

corresponding normalized time response (for both original
P ( x | n) kP ( x)  ∏ fi ( x) ni  exp  −τ ∑ fi ( x)  (3)
=




experimental work of Pavlov and Thorndike given at
 i =1

 i =1

Figure 4 & Figure 5 respectively).
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Where k is a normalization constant, P (x) is the prior
probability, and fi (x) is the measured tuning function, i.e.
the average firing rate of neuron i for each variable value
x. The most probable value of x can thus be obtained by
finding the x that maximizes P (x|n), namely,

xˆ = arg max P ( x | n)

(4)

By sliding the time window forward, the entire time
course of x can be reconstructed from the time varyingactivity of the neural population.
This appendix illustrates well Referring to results for
solving reconstruction (pattern recognition) problem
solved by a mouse in Figure 8 maze [32,33]. That measured
results based on pulsed neuron spikes at hippocampus of
the mouse brain. According to following table, the error
value seems to decrease similar to exponential curve
decays to some limit value versus (place field) cells.
Table 1. Relation between number of cells and mean error in solving
reconstruction problem
No. of neuron cells
10
14
18
22
26
30
Mean error (cm)
9
6.6
5.4
5
4.5
4

Noting that, the value of mean error converges (by
increase of number of cells) to some limit, excluded as
Cramer-Rao bound. That limiting bound is based on
Fisher's information given as tabulated results in the above
and derived from [33]. That implies LMS algorithm is
valid and obeys the curve shown at in blow.
Furthermore, it is noticed that the algorithmic
performance learning curve referred to Figure 6,
converged to bounding limit (of minimum error value)
fixed Cramer Rao bound (Limiting value). That is
analogous to minimum time response corresponding to
maximum number of trials limit by referring to above
Figure 7. Interestingly, considering comparison between
learning curve performances at Figure 7 and learning at
ACS (see Figure 11). It observed the analogy when
comparing number of place field cells (at hippocampus
mouse's brain area) versus the number of cooperative ants
while searching for optimized TSP solution adopting ACS.
More details are given herein at the fifth section where
simulation results have been presented.

3.
Performance
Analysis
for
Computational Intelligence (Non-neural
Behavioural Learning System)
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This section deals with performance analysis of a nonneural system namely Ant Colony System, in three
subsections as follows.

3.1. Revising Ant Colony System Performance
Herein, ACS considered as a non-neural biological
system given at Figure 8 in below. Referring to this figure,
ants' movements are going on a straight line that connects
a food source to their nest (Figure 8A). It is well known
that the primary means for ants to form and maintain the
line is a pheromone trail. Ants deposit a certain amount of
pheromone while walking, and each ant probabilistically
prefers to follow a direction rich in pheromone. This
elementary behaviour of real ants can be used to explain
how they can find the shortest path that reconnects a
broken line after the sudden appearance of an unexpected
obstacle has interrupted the initial path (Figure 8B). In fact,
once the obstacle has appeared, those ants which are just
in front of the obstacle cannot continue to follow the
pheromone trail and therefore they have to choose
between turning right or left. In this situation we can
expect half the ants to choose to turn right and the other
half to turn left. A very similar situation can be found on
the other side of the obstacle (Figure 8C). It is interesting
to note that those ants which choose, by chance, the
shorter path around the obstacle will more rapidly
reconstitute the interrupted pheromone trail compared to
those which choose the longer path. Thus, the shorter path
will receive a greater amount of pheromone per time unit
and in turn a larger number of ants will choose the shorter
path. Due to this positive feedback (autocatalytic) process,
all the ants will rapidly choose the shorter path (Figure 8D).
The most interesting aspect of this autocatalytic process is
that finding the shortest path around the obstacle seems to
be an emergent property of the interaction between the
obstacle shape and ants distributed behaviour: Although
all ants move at approximately the same speed and deposit
a pheromone trail at approximately the same rate, it is a
fact that it takes longer to contour obstacles on their longer
side than on their shorter side which makes the pheromone
trail accumulate quicker on the shorter side. It is the ants’
preference for higher pheromone trail levels which makes
this accumulation still quicker on the shorter path. This
process is adapted with the existence of an obstacle
through the pathway from nest to source and vice versa,
however, more detailed illustrations are given through other
published research work, [1].Therein, ACS performance
obeys computational biology algorithm used for solving
optimally travelling salesman problem TSP [1].

Figure 8. Illustrates the process of transportation of food (i.e., from food source) to food store i.e., nest (A). This process is adapted with the existence
of an obstacle through the pathway from nest to source and vice versa (B). Detailsabout rapidly choice of the shorter path have been given at [1]
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Referring to two more recent research [35,36], an
interesting view distributed biological system ACS is
presented. Therein, the ant Temnothoraxalbipennis uses a
learning paradigm (technique) known as tandem running
to lead another ant from the nest to food with signals
between the two ants controlling both the speed and
course of the run. That learning paradigm involves
bidirectional feedback between teacher and pupil and
considered as supervised learning [36,37,38].
ACS optimization process has been presented versus
mice's reconstruction problem. The relation between
cooperative process in ACS as illustrated at Figure 2 in
the above and activity at hippocampus of the mouse brain
is illustrated in details at two recently published works
[39,40].

reaches a saturation value. Additionally the pairing
stimulus develops the learning process turned in
accordance with Hebbian learning rule [20,21]. However
in case of different communication level values
corresponding to gain factor (λ) (at sigmoid function)
other than zero implicitly means that output signal is
developed by neuron motors.

3.2. Cooperative Learning by ACS for
Solving TSP
Cooperative learning by Ant Colony System for solving
TSP Referring to Figure 10, which adapted from [1], the
difference between communication levels among agents
(ants) develops different outputs average speed to
optimum solution. The changes of communication level
are analogues to different values of λ in sigmoid function
as shown at equation (4) in below. This analogy seems to
be well by referring to original Pavlov's experimental
results [2] where the output salivation signal is increased
depending upon the value of no of training cycles. When
the numbers of training cycles increase virtually to an
infinite value, the number of salivation drops obviously

Figure 9. Illustrates performance of ACS with and without
communication between ants {adapted from [1]}

In Figure 10, the difference between the communication
levels among agents (i.e., ants) develops average speed on
different outputs to optimum solution. This figure is
adapted from [1] and modified with additional virtual
curves representing different levels of communication
among ants. Virtual extension leads to better average
speed to reach optimum solution as illustrated to that
figure.

Figure 10. Communication determines a synergistic effect. Communication among agents. Different communication levels lead to different values of
average speed as follows by curves A, B, C, and D

Figure 11. Cooperating ants find better solutions in a shorter time. Average on 25 runs. The number of ants was set to m=4, adapted from [24]
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3.3. Intercommunication among Ants
Referring to Figure 10 shown in below, the relation
between tour lengths versus the CPU time is given. It is
observed the effect of ant cooperation level on reaching
optimum (minimum tour). Obviously, as level of
cooperation among ants increases (better communication
among ants) the CPU time needed to reach optimum
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solution is decreased. So, that optimum solution is
observed to be reached (with cooperation) after 300 (msec)
CPU the while that solution is reached after 600 (msec)
CPU time (without cooperation).
Additionally, the Figure 12, it is essential to note that
CPU time increasing means that stored experience
increases that is analogous to number of trials increase by
time during Pavlov's learning process as given at Figure 3.

Figure 12. Intercommunication changes the probability distribution of first finishing times. Continuous curve represents with intercommunication,
however dashed curve represents without intercommunication among ants

4. Simulation Results and Mathematical
Formulations

This section deals with obtained simulation results after
realistic modeling of neural system performance at
subsection 4.1. In subsection 4.2 mathematical
formulations is introduced for curves of both neural and
non-neural systems' performances.

Figure 13. A simplified macro level flowchart describing algorithmic steps for Artificial Neural Networks modeling considering various neurons'
number
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4.1. Simulation Results
Figure 13 introduces the flowchart for simulation
program which applied for performance evaluation of
behavioral learning processes. Considering the two
adopted cases of biological creatures having either neural
or non-neural systems. That Figure presents a simplified
macro-level flowchart which describes briefly algorithmic
steps for realistic simulation program of adopted Artificial
Neural Networks’ model for different number of neurons
using. The results are shown at the two Figure 14, and
Figure 15 after that program running. Referring to Figure 14,
which has been adapted from [1], the difference between
communication levels among agents (ants) develops

different outputs average speed to optimum solution. The
changes of communication level are analogues to different
values of gain factor (λ) in sigmoid function. This analogy
seems very similar that performance given at Figure 4,
where the output salivation signal is increased depending
upon the value of no of training cycles. Assuming that the
number of training cycles increases virtually to an infinite
value, the number of salivation drops obviously reach a
saturation value additionally the pairing stimulus develops
the learning process turned in accordance with Hebbian
learning rule [21]. However in case of different values of
λ other than zero implicitly means that output signal is
developed by neuron motors.

Figure 14. Illustrate learning performance to reach optimum solution considering different intercommunication levels corresponding to gain factors
0.05, 1, and 2

Figure 15. Illustrate learning performance error-rate with different learning rates (0.01, 0.1, and 0.3) which correspond to various noisy environmental
conditions

4.2. Mathematical Formulations
This section aims to formulate mathematically effective
contributions of two specific ANN design parameters. So, it

considers deferent values of gain factors, and learning
rates presented by Greek letters (λ,η) respectively.
Moreover, graphical presentations for suggested
mathematical formulation contributed with different
values of both parameters are shown at Figure 13, and

Figure 14 given in below. Additionally, the effect of both
design parameters is observed either implicitly or
explicitly on dynamical synaptic plasticity illustrated at
weigh dynamics equations [20,33]. Additionally,
normalized behavior model considers the changes of
communication levels (indicated by λ parameter). This
parameter value causes changing of the speeds for
reaching optimum solutions for Travelling Salesman
Problem (TSP) using Ant colony System (ACS)
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[1,23,24,25]. The following equation presents a set of
curves changes in accordance with different gain factor
values (λ).

y ( n ) =(1 − exp(−li ( n − 1))) / (1 + exp(−li ( n − 1)))

(5)

Where λi represents one of gain factors (slopes) of
sigmoid function.
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These curves represent a set of sigmoid functions to
reach by time maximum achievement. Conversely,
following formula where suggested (ηi). It presents a set
of normalized decay (negative exponential curves) for
different learning rate values given by as follows:

y ( n ) = exp(−h i ( n − 1))

(6)

Figure 16. Graphical representation of learning performance of model with different gain factor values (λ)

Where (n) is the number of training cycles. That set of
curves is illustrated graphically at Figure 8 given in blow.

the examples given considering normalization of output
response values.

Figure 17. Illustrates different learning performance curves for different learning rate values

Figure 18. illustrates ant colony algorithm in two loops with iterative learning cycles

5. Analogy between
Non-neural Systems

Neural

and

5.1. Learning Algorithms Analogy
Referring to Figure 18, it presents the algorithmic steps
for solving basically the Travelling Sales Man (TSP)

considering the process of transportation of food (from
food source) to food store (nest) shown at Figure 8.
Interestingly, it clear that both algorithmic steps presented
at Figure 18 and Figure 19 are analogous to each other.
Furthermore, the algorithmic steps shown at Figure 9 are
describing behavioural learning in Pavlov's iterative work
processes based on neural network model presenting
Hebbian learning as introduced at [8]. The results obtained
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after performing the original psych-experimental work
concerned with Pavlov's dog, are nearly well analogous to
the behavioural learning of mouse's trail for solving

reconstruction problem That is illustrated during the while
detailed comparative evaluation for learning creativity of
Cats, Dogs, Ants, and Rats presented at [31].

Figure 19. illustrates training process in ANN models considering latency time phenomenon having two loops with iterative learning cycles

5.2. Least Mean Square LMS Algorithm [20]
At the Figure 20, it presents the learning convergence
process for least mean square error as used for training of
ANN models [20]. It is clear that this process performed

similarly as ACS searching for minimum tour when
solving TSP [1]. Furthermore, it obeys the learning
performance observed during psycho experimental work
carried for animal learning [2,3,29].

Figure 20. Idealized learning curve of the LMS algorithm adapted from [20]

6. Conclusions and Discussion
According to above animal learning experiments (dogs,
cats, and mice), and their analysis and evaluation by
ANNs modeling, all of them seen to be in well agreement
with that optimization process by ACS. Also, the
performance of both (ant and animals) is similar to that for
latency time minimized by increasing of number of trials.
Referring to Figure 7, it is shown that both learning
performance curves presenting both work for Thorndike
and Pavlov are commonly characterized by their
hyperbolic decay and also, both obeys generalized (LMS)
for error minimization by learning convergence. In this
context, that algorithm agrees with the behavior of
brainier mouse behavior (that is genetically reformed as
illustrated at [11]. Generally, the four introduced
nonhuman (neural and non-neural) models in this work

perform their behavioral learning functions similar to
LMS error algorithm, which introduced at subsection 5.2.
By some details, artificial neural network models either
performing computation on analogue signaling base or on
pulsed spikes decoding criterion, they both leads to
learning convergence following LMS error algorithm.
Noting that, reconstruction method following Bayesian
rule is bounded to Cramer Rao's limit. This limit is
analogous to minimum response time in Pavlov
experiment, and Thorndike work as well. Similarly, for
ACS, optimization processes are following as LMS error
algorithm when performing solution TSP. Additionally;
adaptation equations for all of three systems are running in
agreement with dynamic behavior of each other.
Additionally, the learning algorithms for the presented
four models are close to each other with similar iterative
steps (either explicitly or implicitly). Finally, it is worthy
to note that the rate of increase of salivation drops is
analogous to rate for reaching optimum average speed in
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ACS optimization process. Similarly, this rate is also
analogous to speed of cat getting out from cage in
Thorndike's experiment. Noting that, increase on number
of artificial ants is analogous to number of trials in
Pavlov’s work. Some studies related to the analogy
between some biological system invertebrate and
mammalians leads to interestingly practical and theoretical
future research trends. For example, the analogy between
Hebbian coincidence learning rule and teaching how to
read [19]. Moreover, the study of analogy between human
brain functions and genetically engineered brainier mouse
supports new trends for medical treatment of some human
learning disabilities [13].
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